
throughout the manuscript. The comments about the thesis 
should develop and prove it to be true. Hence, care in 
paragraph development is the key to writing an effective 
letter to the editor. If the topic sentence is stated at 
the start of th 7 paragraph, persuasion (and paragraph) 
develops by moving outward from the thesis. If the topic 
sentence is withheld until the end of the paragraph, 
development of the persuasion moves toward it. 

Reviewed by TOM WAL TON, John F. Kennedy Elementary School, 

THE WILD HEART 
by Helen Griffiths 

Ely 

Pro?£ for· the thesis statement may be of any type. You The door is not open; it can be pushed open, however. What 

m~y wish to develop by comparison, exemplification, narra- I lies behind its solid surface? No single glance or first encoun-
tion, e~c. Alth?ugh this assignment does not emphasize .. terwill tell completely. Sometimes,' someone else must call atten-
supporting materials (proof), your instructor will insist 1

i-• tion to all that lies exposed when the door first swings away. 
th at th e comments in_ support of the thesis are relevant and , .: Books are like this. One such book is Helen Griffiths' The Wild 
consistent. 'Heart (Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1963). In her book, she ha:s-

~o de~ail of the form used in an effective letter to the •, offered teacher and student an opportunity to push open a door to 
editor is sacred, but here are twosuggestions to keep in mind: I a learnin~ experience together. 

1) The letter t? the editor should be relatively short. A The Wild Heart is not a book-to be read alone; it contains 
newspaper editor normally anticipates short and terse j impact that n~to be explored, shared, questioned, explained. 
comments from his readers and selects letters to be It is the story of a horse; but more, it is the story of struggle, 
printed partly on these grounds. d 

2) The salutation and ending of the letter should be of hope, of an encounter with reality that can, and does, en 
follows. as only in compromise that defies a better solution. This is an 

salutation (in italics): To the Editor: experience in compulsive involvement. 

ending (also in italics): Mr .. Johrt J; John, Slaton, In the intermediate grades, we explore our country from past, 
Minn. to present, to projected future; we extend to the world about us 

The letters-to-the~editor assignment was evaluated in several 
ways and consider 7d. a successful learning--e.xperience. Paragraphs 
were generally unified and well organized. Thesis statements 
w7re :peci~ic. This was considered an outcome not only of speci
f1c_d1rect1ons but of the student writers' sense of a particular 
au~1ence: More than a third of the· letters were subsequently 
printed ~n newspapers. Thus, another judgment of the writing 
was obtained, and perhaps more important, the students gained a I 
new awareness of a news medium which was receptive to their ideas. 
!he.practical result of this assignment was an impcrtant factor r 
rn 1~s success. Each student wrote knowing his letter might be 
published: He ~oli:hed his work. He took his position seriously 
and_exerc1sed his right as a citizen to express his opinion. The 
assignment focused upon the learning experience of the students 
and as such is certainly one that they won't forget. ' 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

_This column welcomes contributions that involve the e.xchange 
of ideas. Such_an exchange is particularly necessary now, as we 
abandon old scripts to take up new ones that call for teachers to 
move back out of the lights coming up on students hus.y learning 
down front and center. • 
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in the sru.ne manner. We embark upon a study of people and their 
gifts, their faults, and their potential; but, we explore through 
time and space which are hard to comprehend even as adults. Ex
ploring, even, under the guise of another child's name, as we do 
in many types of books, is often not enough to bridge miles and 
years. Helen Griffiths offers another vehicle--a horse. Our 
children know horses. They know them from farms, from stables, 
from books, and from T. V. With the rich imagination of a child 
it is easy to feel empathy for an animal--for the urge to be free. 
Somehow it is easy to become involved, to travel through space and 
time, to be La Bruja, witch of the South American pampas. 

La Bruja, the witch! What an appealing name! What child does 
not like to wash a word around in his mouth that does not crop up 
in our everyday language? The Wild Heart is full of foreign or 
English words new or unusual tocni"r intermediate graders. There is 
challenge here for every reader. There is challenge for the read
ing teacher, too, for the book is full of the techniques of 1i tera
ture. A great deal of foreshadowing is employed as La Bruja is 
introduced, grows from filly to witch of the pampas, thwarts the 

' half-savage men she· encounters, and ultimately reaches the point 
of compromise. 

This is a story of trusting, wild animals encountering·man and 
man's brutality for the first time with disastrous results as evi
denced by some species in our own country. There are savage and 
half-savage peoples, reminders of our own past civilizations. 
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There • • / ■--■■ lJt€R.\RY CRltJCISffi BY 
. is a need t~ build ev.ent upon event to discover the full a•wt-1! cotter.€ enr.t1sh 1naJORS: 

meaning of La BruJa. There may be tears as the book takes the •--■- ~ ~ 

reader to a~ encounter with ~ 'lliappy ending." Allusions are maj post WORl~ W aR two ~1ct1on 
to_mythologic~l_creatures and Biblical characters to emphasize a . • 

~~int. _The si~ile is employed to aid in understanding; oral . The Conference for English Majors 
iscussions bring more from teacher and students. / 

By GERALD THORSON 

Marlboro cigarette ads, farm magazines, horse magazines and/ St. Olaf Co liege, Northfield 

weste:11 scen 7s offe~. a wealth. of material to accompany this' book''. . 
M~

1
inen~ ~ll.cka~ Misty of Cl-\incoteague, and books by Will James For depart~ent 7 ~f- E~ghsh in the private colleges of Minne-

wi e~ric the_impact of The Wild Heart. A section of The Wild sota, one oft e hi? lig 7s of the year has bee~ the annual 

Heart is found in the fifth grade reader• Wide Hor·. n CS-U- Conference for English MaJors. Not only has this event proved to 

Foresman and Co., 1965). ' -- izo 5 co ' 
1
be an effective stimulus for literary scholarship by undergrad-
uates, .but it has also been influential in promoting cooperation 

(among the department faculties. 

, Begun by Sister M. Joselyn, then chairman of the Department 
•
1
of English at the College of St. Scholastica, the Conference for 
English Majors had its first meeting in December 1955 on the 

/Duluth campus. Eight colleges were represented, with two students 
lfrom each college presenting papers on some literary topic. Since 
[then the conference has been held annually in the spring of each 
.year, with sessions usually running from early afternoon to a r ___________________________ ..:_ _ _Jluncheon the following day. 

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED 

Focus for_the 1969-70 edition of Class:tciom·Practices in 
~h7 Te~c~in~ of·Ertg~ish_is on the following topic: 
Hinori ties. Communicati.ng the Dream's Responsibi Ii ties." 

If you ha~e wre7tled with this problem or if you plan to 
wrestle with this problem in some organized way won't 
you shar 7 your ideas :-Ii ~h your fellow English t;achers? 
The ~omm~ttee o~ Promising Practices in the Teaching of 
English i 7 looking for descriptive classroom strategies 
for engag~ng students with this important focus. If you 
have a ~uick, one-page description of some strategy·that 
wo7ked_in your ~la 7sroom, or if you have a long range, 
~nit-like des~ription about how you addressed this topic 
in yo~r t7aching, won't you please take some time to 
descr~be_it? Reports, one-page quickies, or detailed 
descriptions (about 1200 words) should be sent by Apr"l 
5 to: i 

Dr. Edward R. Fagan 
178 Chambers Building 

Basic in the format of the conference have been student papers 
--generally two from each college participating. Sometimes there 

1 have been panel discussions or small group discussions of specific 
works. A lecture by a prominent literary scholar--Frederick 
Hoffman, Richard Ellmann, Allen Tate, among others--has generally 
been a part of the program. 

The conference has not been the product of a formal organiza
tion. The host colleges have been free to select the topic and 
the dates of the conference and to make any specific arrangements 
desired. Topics have ranged from the more general--Modern Man in 
His Literature, The Victorian Novel, and Modern European Drama-
to those concentrating on one author--Shakespeare, Joyce, Conrad, 
Yeats, Swift, Faulkner. 

The thirteenth annual conference, at which the papers printed 
in this issue were read, was sponsored by Carleton and St. Olaf 
colleges last February 1968. The topic of the meeting was Post 

'World War II Fiction. Twenty-five papers were given by English 
majors. A panel discussion by four students from Gus~avus Adol-· 
phus College on John Barth's ·Toe·sot~weed·Factor was followed by 
group discussions of the noveY-:- Professor Carl Bode, University 
of Maryland, spoke on "Literature without Tears" at the evening 
banquet. 

Concordia College, Moorhead, was the host at the fourteenth 
J conference in February 1969. Papers and discussions centered on 

______________________________ _JI Post World War II Poetry, concentrating on Robert Lowell, Richard 

Wilbur, Theodore Roethke, Allen Ginsburg, John Berryman, James 
Dickey, Denise Levertov, and Brother Antoninus. Papers from this 

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 
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